Full-scale one-dimensional NLUT method for accelerated generation of holographic videos with the least memory capacity.
A full-scale one-dimensional novel-look-up-table (1-D NLUT) method enabling faster generation of holographic videos with the minimum memory capacity is proposed. Only a pair of half-sized 1-D baseline and depth-compensating principal-fringe-patterns (PFPs) is pre-calculated and stored based on the concentric-symmetry property of the PFP, and from which a set of half-sized 1-D PFPs for all depth planes are generated based on its thin-lens property, which enables minimization of the required memory size down to a few KB regardless of the number of depth planes. Moreover, all those hologram calculations are fully one-dimensionally performed with a set of half-sized 1-D PFPs based on its shift invariance property, which also allows minimization of its overall hologram calculation time. From experiments with test videos, the proposed method has been found to have the shortest hologram calculation time even with the least memory in comparison with several modified versions of the conventional NLUT and LUT methods, which confirms its feasibility.